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\~ABSTRACT

yesie measurements in a "cascade" type arc research apparatus

were carried out with four gases (hydrogen, heliumn, cimonia, and argon),
covering both the inlet regi* on and the fully developed region of the

coaxial flow discharge. The Inlet (gas heater) region results for three

gases were compared with the Stine-Watson first order theory. -For-the

ua.u 2eit one with empirical aUU.I 11a-Y-161a..±Lfactary

r- p oniof*MaIt the-taeetease* ivesftgar~

,To estimate the ultimate technical limits of arc gas heater

performance the well known appjroximate theories f or the fully developed

arc coliin (Parabola and Dessel Models) were extended to Include

radiation and, (for the high current regime) the &elf-magnetic pressure

gradient. l1ot gas containment limits (nignest radially-averaged outlet
enthlpyvs.presur) r caculated for air, for a range of allowable

vail heat loads (0.1-10 IJ Th.L4 -A04J L. dfne bLL absft

gWO rfir-Nient "I dpf!3fru -of -vive,

WithIa the ,em. O&~~ Ttcally thin gas approximation.

v.. .,v d t2 c( piz 94 u _2 g-''& sb W) w qiris..l-% et e- Th-t i

coc luded tha t:

(1 H eat loads from mechanisms other than the simple hot gps
centaimawt (et.g. electrode heit loads, local seconary

arcs, etc.) have so far limited the enthalpy-pressure

values achIeved.

(#, Gas heater performance substantially above the 1961 state

of the art curve appears technically possible,, with

optimus designs.()
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1. INTROWCTION AND SUMMARY

The technology of the arc gas beater or plasma source is relatively

new, in spite of the vast background of arc technology. Electric

arcs have been studied for nearly a century, and utilized very extensively

for many applications since the turn of the century. However, except for

a fey chemical processing applications, the primary purpose of most arcs

was either the melting of solid substances or the production of visible

and UV radiation, rather than the production of arc plasma for its own

sake. Still other important applications are those in which the arcs

are unwanted and destructive and must be "quenched" or blown out

(e.g., s itch gear).

In the past 10 or 15 years a number of new technical fields have

arisen *ich specifically require very hot gas (or plasma) above the

chemical :ombustion temperature regime and at relatively high densities,

pressures and velocities. Among these fields are, starting from the low

temperature end:

The spraying and welding of refractory materials

The simulation of atmospheric re-entry flight conditions,

i.e. plasma wind tumels and heat shield test jets

Electric (plasma) rockets for space propulsion

Some aspects of thermonuclear fusion and astrophysics

research.

For several of these applications the plasma generator must operate

continuously at the highest technically possible gas temperatures or

enthalpies, and at pressures ranging from about one to several hundred

3-laospheres.

The arc gas heater (or arc jet) is to date the most practical and

versatile continuous source of high density plasma, though it can and

will be augmented by various nethcis of magnetogasdymnic (',-D")

pumping. As a result the design of arc devices for the heating of gases has

been developed as a highly specialized art over the past decade. Many

configurations for the interactivo of the arc and the gas flow have been



evolved. mostly empirically and intuitively, and used with varying degrees

of success in the construction of wind tunnel gas heaters and laboratory

models of plasa rockets.

It is the purpose of this report ro contribute to the understanding of

the arc jet gas heater performance and its limitations. It is hoped that

the results presented will:

Lead to moe reliable long range estimates of the ultimate performance

potentials* (in terms of pressure-enthalpy envelopes) of such devices,

for different gases, sizes and other conditions

Permit much more efficient and less costly develc.aient of specific

devices than was possible by purely empirical methods, and where

necessary, a closer approach to the "ultimate" technical limits of

performance.

All the results presented in this report apply to one particular arc gas

heater configuration which we call the "coaxial flow discharge". In this

the arc discharge and the gab to be heated are passed through a cylindrical

discharge tube or "constrictor" (Fig. 1 ). This general arc gas heater

geometry or family based on the use of such a constricted flow discharge has

been found to yield the highest mean gas temperatures (or enthalpies) among

the many geometries which have been studied and tried; and there are good

pbysical reasons vhy this 'is so.

Nom"er, some of the analytical results presented here are perhaps of more

general validity than the performance limits of a specific geometry or con-

figuration would suggest. The "hot gas containment limits", though calculated

for the specific coaxial flow discharge case, are likely to be at least approxi-

mately applicable to any hot gas contained in or flowing continuously through

a solid walled container or nozzle throatP regardless of the method by which

the gas was hezted. The reason is thet, as long as heat conduction to the
cool" walls Is a major factor**the temperature profiles across such a hot

gas flow will quickly approach some "near parabolic" shape. for the radi-

ation contribution to the wall heat load, the detailed temperature and

pressure distributions are relatively unimportantP..within the "thin gas"

approximation ue)ed here. Tbus., the relations between mean enthalpy, mean

- rr~n a= breakthrough advance in materl--t8 or in gas heater concepts

SWe are speaking here of average Sas temperatures between -20,000 and 39,000 K
or higher, while 9 solid wall of any known material will be below -4200 -

2
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preseur and vall beat loads fmich are given,, should be approximately

valid for any general case within the regimes treated.
. Ue flow discharge through a cylindrical tube may be roughly subdivided

tato, two res:;s, if the discbsr tube is sufficiently Icig. From the end

tbste tho coId gas f lows in (with tho arc colznm in the center) to same
distance dwunstream we have the "Lalot" or "spaa heater" region in whiich the

soa enthalpy of the gas and the properties of the discharge change rapidly

In the axial direction until all the discharge and gas parameters (except

the pressure) approach soes asymptotic condition (to within a specified

accuracy). Fran that point on the arc and the gas flow and temperature

distztbutions reain substantially unchanged except for the slight axial

pressure gradient mad a correspending small prtsitive axial velocity

gradiSent. This to designated as the "asymptotic" or "fully developed"

constricted arc colum region or "arc heated Poiseuille flw".*

the Inlet or gas beat*%- region is the mo~t Important ane for engineer-

Ing applications. I.e., for arc jet gas heaters. However, the asymptotic

regims. idiieb is mathatically as well a experinentally much simpler,

gives coazif!*rable insight also into the performmece limits of the heater

regim. The sMtotic "infiniftely tons" constricted arc column (with or

without laminar coaxial gas flowr) has %ea extensively studied at least

since the early 1930's. and there is a vast body of literature on this

elassical" problem. Most of this Is well suwized in Refs. 3,4 and 2.

The Inlet region awd other flow discharlp cases with axial gradients have

been wartead as intensively only ia the lut few years,emeept for an out -

standing series of expertemtal stess switch blow-out publisbed at

*MSieses Laboratories in th 193O's oaf. 6 ). Oly very few papers

dudl with such discbarges .aytically. (Oafs. 6, 7, &, 9, 1O)

Use present report vtLilms and extends resul ts for both the Asymptotic or
De*lr Devaeped Arc Clm and the Inat Mgian. The fiLrst part of the

epot deals with cases (pressure, tube size. gzs type) for vibida the

radiation free thae gas to the vall isvlpota comptared with thermal

On~ction. 1- firs order aalysis of the inlet regina by Stias and

Uson OWa. 8 ) but with rp irical ly adjusted material function constants

31sef fle regime and the approximate ustbods used to describe andaals

th ame discussed In Nefs. 1,0 2,p 5, amd 23.



(i.e., using "effective" transport coefficient derivatives) iz compared

with experimental measuremnts in three different gases, each over a

range of current and mass flow values. This shows that the Stine-Watson

theory, in spite of its drastic simplifications, leads to a satisfactory

engineering description of the inlet region where radiation is negligible.

From the empirically adjusted Stine-Watson relations one mow has a

relation between the radially-averaged enthalpy of the gas at the beater

outlet and the wall heat load, for the case of pure conduction only.

This gives the first approzimation to the 'hot gas rontainment limit" on

the enthalpy pressure chart for small arc heaters of specified size, but

it cannot give an "absolute" contaivnent limit. According to this de-

scription, the "attainable" enthalpy would increase indefinitely with

increasing size. More precisely stated: this theoretical model, which

neglects radiation, loses even qualitative validity above certain size-

pressure (or power) levels where the radiative beat transfer becomes

doqmnant.

To obtain a valid "absolute" limit for the contaiLmnt of the hot gas

in a cylindrical constrictor, the radiation contribution to the wall

beat load =ust be included. Before discussing this we point out that,

for the calculation of this performance limit, i.e., for the relations

between wall heat load and an gas enthalpy and pressure, we do not

ned an inlet flow theory, since the inlet (or gas beater) flow dis-

charge approaches asymptotically the fully developed tube stabilized

colm case. If one attempts to achieve high num gas enthalpies in

an arc heater, the constrictor must be long enough so that the fully

developed end condition is closely approached (say to within 10 percent).

Mb.s the wall heat loads near the heater outlet will also closely

approach the heat loads of the fully developed flou-colmn. Thus the

theory if the fully developed flow-col-.m, i.e., the asymptotic limit

of the beating process, is sufficient for these order of magnitude

calculations of the contaiment limit. For this se use the "Nessel

madel of the arc columia tjethrer with the linearized calculation of

the -an enthalpy as used by Stine and Watson.



Is Umr with ft appedte matre of tie calcuation, various

e~qq &2ra~xtic=a to the rcsiatium fraw do the are introduced Lato

thm cot-,'= tLoimY. t of tne (e=LZtd an Lm 7,2, 3 an Fig, 14) Is
va1w rcr marz tme rSxt=Q w to .1=,C~, foer toftg gts o

bWO -raft .ct t~z UZIC1 'C:=mmlaa of th2 Ikeawl. =21l to iack~wU

azstica. Ike acm y of &Lds &e-)cLutlcm Is verifiLed by &zW~ cmal

&t CXMieC this urstzm =Gau. Cm the parfot. c Limit

hedrt, this 1amw tmerature ,wZt cavers tdo hi.~best pressures.

With zdates imcledied the cotfam Limit culculation immediately

16"s to am optimm constrictor or tube sue's ~IdCh ties ubre the

radiative amd conductive heat load castrbutoms are about "qmt. Wei

also Csecuifam aproztmte optimum power level for the heater at sach

pmaeze-m~bl~ oirt. lbse are prcbably the most Lviartsut Va i-

4ttve results of the study. Whm the apim size and tim allowabls

=11 heut lend are thosa the cakaisatem them gives a absolute

tets~cal tmift liesate pre 11 r1 enwthalpy plans for coatinams

#me b~Lts8, ev= the regicuse~a tb variou apprezistions are valid.

Use validity of the*ptically t3kiu Vas" approximation, ured thb ouht

the study, is verified a poatericrL for eacba case. Thast Lo, the

calculsad coscalmmt Limit ia considered valid as Log as the optima

sa an pressure vaime obtaimed ties witbl hi thin gas region by

sneral orders of ymPtwie.*

Atmr siniple awimonto the radiation and electric coudtivity

£toma (ftsfgnated as Law 1. I on Fix. 12) appears suitable for the

-nOOO30'C r* Is nitrogme, am an similar Sass, i., foe the

WOjnst attanable eatha 1$.. at low pressures. 2bis results In the

vIl boo Vi. or &rcabots medsl of the arc cobam with radatimn

(3sf. 4). IS mCOm~laclgh imi tinga eth. Ipies It was foun that

a* T e Immt Limit based as the thi a as mmptiom repments a
ftmalO mazimm.. Nowo weimast consider Mea poossiilty of amesedimS
Uhs lUnit with as ext r 1 ly lare device mbere melif absorpion woud

Pooke~sts. S- cbock assures as thst this sam, if It exists, is beyond
do main of present practical ccmr1Aer3tic=.



the total current values becea high enovgb that the magnetic " ich"

pressures would be an appreciable fraction of the gas presmsre in the

center of the arc. Ne.ce Ohis pressure correction was i cluded. This

cointaiet calcuLation for the wall stabilized discharge mast be

trinated wean current and pressure values are reached vhich make the

wll pressure go to zero, i.e. wbere the magnetic containment begins.

2be m coutalnment limit curves an the ethalpy-pressure plane are

compared with a purely empirical enthalpy pressure envelope of vid

tunnel arc gas beaters, compiled recently (Cef. 11). they show

surprising similarity fn the high pressure region uhere the current

values are moderate (a few hundred to a few thousand ampere). In the

Io pressure regi e, the emthalpy Limits of the containt calculation

are much higber than those achieved in practice, but the corresponding

total current values also are extremely high (- 10,000 - 70,000 amp).Iin this regime the gas heater performnce appears limited not by

the simple hot gas contanment caLculated here, but by other technical

limits, presumably on the electrodes.
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L. Mar"
Md r~sri.tie of g

roe Mes I stw~udy a o t%2 ioterantie bat'm the positive

cot==, t. , tz of ma atzcf arc vidi gas fI-=Lm cesz fly wiuh t!bs arc, an

Wrctzu :w z fzrLcx"y cz=iLtza princ~I~tly of an arc-coklia cautaivmmut

mmtk., a czehoU. mad3n a!a Assembly. no asambled apparatus is s&ua

ed~mmetally In n4. I and In the photo~ra~b of Big. 2. The man

fmettons of tuis apparstus are to prowid for:

Rxtindlag tbs positive column of the arc over a sufficiently

to" distauce throt~b a circular cylindrical chanl that

Iafmtesof the electrode attacmn reginwa on the gas-

colum t~atoractics are smeligfble.

ft"Ourift the gr~dieut of: (a) mar81y transfer from the

calm to the walls of die channel, (b) electric potet&il,

cc) Wes Pressure.

Mwe apparatus was inmted vartically to a tubular test chamber

eqniipped vitm a pyrmz port for vIwing the effltuat fra the arc apparatus

and a coozler for c2oling the gas. noa test chcuIbcr was Lu turn connec ted to

2he colm containment sectiom ism made up of voter-cooled copper

segents, eack of aftd is electric.117 and thezzally Insulated fro adjacent

sagntu or composets of the apparatus. These megmts have an internal

Asmter of .5 cmaud are .25, .50 or 1.0 cm thick. The assembled colm

sectIcs- VMri MLu I limath frtin 5 to 10 Co. Ismlatore for the sevets

cmst of a Lowr disk of bora altride surrounded by an outer disk of

testo. Theb outer edge of the tranaite Ls coated with a thin fUle of

silicomm rubber to form a gao seal. The baon nitride disk fits iasU*~

the tresite disk with contact at three, mai tabs equally spaced aroud the

psril&ecy of the bora atride disk. These tabs maistata the disks conce-

tile with the boles in the colaim semets ubile Umiting the beat conduction

to the outer disA. The thickness of the insuLetors is about 1.0 m.

Aech sagest formifg the colm costaiznuint section of the apparatus

Is separately cooled by water whLch fLows throuil a circular f" LedPassage.
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&at flux Valis above 10 kq/cm2 , baced on the internal cylindrical

surface are ham bea wmasurd with these segmnts.

A 4ftiCal ttlt Ct'OC t3 9 "- for t~os crperiments. The

poiat of C". ' cr&2.: t lcete"' at the Inlet of t~m first stownt.

It . c-caal .- :,tie in arc heaters to irc4sce the gas into the

bastina, cLxnz, 2?z by ta-. =tal Injection cauciiaj the rAo to flow throu~h

the hesticZ rci o with a vortex motion. Considerable speculstion as to

the usefmuaus or desirability of this vortex has occurred and no concrete

am rs have yvt armeued. For this reason, the exper1mants were carried

out with &to injected both axially and tanasatially nar the cathode tip.

In the latter case the anale of injection was held wnstant at 209.

. anods assuL 7y is located adjacent to the gas exit end of

thb column section. After starting the arc to the first segment, power

supplies coac ted betmen the cathode and the anode assembly are

emergized and the arc throu& the column contaLnm t section is establisbed.

bs anode is of a diaeter several times larger than the column section to

provide for the capability of very lar:a curreats tfor* exceeding cooling

beat flux lL-As at tke aacda. Th arc sttacb.mt JtW'iut of the anode

surface is c€u2d to rotate a&rcw te acoda L a savlaoid coil ubich

survomds the saude. 2a mgmatic field produced by this coil is limited

to a tligible strengh outside of the suede region by an iron housing

aronAd the cail.

A secomd gas LnL*et it provided in tht anode. It is possible to

bleed argma isaw this bola, so that the anode attachment point will

always occur Is am atmosphere of argon, independent of the type of gas

flawing through the cclum. Experience has indicated that anodes suffer

least erosion sad behave most stably, when the ambient gas is argon. This

amiUary gas iLlet also provides a means of controlling the gas pressure.

Sate all of the gas posses throuh a sonic orifice betwetm the anode and

the wvtum pup, the pressure in the column can be controlled by changing

the mess flow of gas through the second gas inlet. It was possible to

control the pressure to within * 3 ma at pressure levels of over one

atsm.osere using this technique.

10



2.2 Measuremnts

The variables measured during these experiments are as follows:

a. arc current

b. voltage of each sergmnt

c. total arc voltaGe

d. beat transfer rate to each segment

e. static pressure at each segmnt

f. gas mass-f low-rate.

Also, in more recent experiments, some of the segmnts were equipped with

quartz vieving ports; neasurements were made of radiation intensity and
temperature distribution by spectroscopic methods.

Som difficulty was encoutered in making accurate neasurexonts

of L.he potential distribution in the columin. One reason for this is

that the ionized gas is surrounded by an annulus of cold a-ionized gas,
especially near the inlet. This then makes it somewhat uncertain as to

what potential the segmnt will assum relative to the potential of theI gas on the axis at that position. Without amvy re~al justification, it
was assumed that the measured se~mnt potential reflected the averagej potential in the gas ower that segment. Some rather elaborate calcula-
tions on radial potential distribution and sheath potential drops would

have to be node in order to obtain more accurate estimates of the relation

between the measured potential and the true electric potential on the

axis of the discharge.( The current range covered in the experiments was fro 100 to

200 amperes. The mass f low rate was varied from .070 go/sec to .250 gm/sec.

2.3 Results

from the experimental data, the following heating rate and heat

loss rate parameters wre calculated: 1

Neating Rate ?arameter: --

Stat-Loss late ?arameters:

From the Sftie-Watson approximate solution (Ref. 8) for the arc colum

with a coaxial gas flow, these parmters are seen to depend essentially

11



rely on a dimasionless arc length given by:

Z/,h -"o'- d )zli

TypLcal results, those with helium, are shown in Figs. 3, 1 and 5 where
Mand M are plotted against the length parameter, z/i.
& i r

2be data in Fig. 4 for tangential injection of the gas are

virtually Identical to the data in Fig. 3 taken when the gas had no

votiLcity. On the other hand, the results shown in Fig. 5 from a

separate experiment also vwth tangential f.njection, indicate significact

differences from the other data. Much more power is transferred to the

inlet segments and the difference between the two curves of 2RV/I and

2OJ&K retains much lower than was observed in the other tests. Ten-

tatively these differences are explained by assuming that the primary

vortex became vstable resulting in secondary flows which carried hot

Sas from the arc region back onto the surfaces of the inlet segments.

s would tend to increase the beat flux into the segments near the

inlet while salmtaneously reducing the average gas enthalpy. The

implicfaton frm these results would appear to be that the vorticLty

in the gas does not make any marked iuprovament in the gas heating

process while seriously degrading the heating capability of the arc

if the vortex becomes unstable and sets up secondary flows.

Points were read off the average curves through the data of

Fir. 3 in order to obtain the efficiency and fraction of maxim

esthalpy as a function of the coordinate z/i. The value found for the

mazLsm enthalpy can be expressed as follows:

--W = .239 z 10 4 meters loules
-E W410- 810P.

TLS quantity, as shown in Fig. 3, is just the difference between the two

curves 20V/4 and 23* I in the region where these curves have become

parallel to each other.

2.4 Correlation of the Experimental Data with the Stine-Watson Theory

There are several techniques available to use in an effort to

obtain a correlation between the experimental data presented in Section

12
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2.3 Md the tLaOX7 of StLma and IVata. The mat direct sethod vu1d ha to

plot curves of ecthalpy and electrical cooductivity vs. the thewml con-

&ativity integral and evaluate the slopes of a linear approximation to

them cr es. Mis voad then enable us to evalute the quantities

am

2.4 A 112

fsin these quantitLes, it would be possible to plot the experimental data

s a universal nmo-dimusional plot of

T a- va. -

and

or vs.

Mse plots of experimzental points could then be compared with the theoretical

crs for these quantities that are presented in Ref. S. This approach was

wt feasible at the tie the data were reduced since the transport coefficient

data necessary to obtain these curves were not available. An alternative

approach, which works backward from the experiental data, is outlined below.

From the curves drmi through th. experimental points (e.g., rig. 3)

it is possible to detevulne efficiency of energy transfer to the gao and the

ratio of the Local average gas enthalpy to the asympt:otic gas enthalpy, which

was evaluated In Sec. 2.3. Data representative of these quatities for

beiUmn, hydrogea and amonia are shoun ia Fig. 6. Ithe dampen of the

efficiency curves for heliun and hydrogen near the Llet Indicate, by

comparison with the theoretical curve of Stirs and Matson that the masured

efficiencies are iptificantly higher than the predicted efficiencies. The

heretical curves have only a curvature, wereas the eprimental curs

. thrWOuh a reversal of curvature near the inlet. It was decided to ex-

trapolate the efficiency curves for helium amd h;d=d&a up to the valu one

16
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at the curvature exhibited over most of the curves.

The values of zli where the efficiency curve intersects the value

one was taken as a new origin. The value of dhwas then cxmped from the

value of zfm where the efficiency was equal to 0.50. The equation for

evaluating the quantity is given below:

X .5

The quantity , . is the corrected value for the extrapolated efficiency

curve as described above. In this way, the experimental and theoretical

curves were fitted at efficiencies of 0.5. It was then possible to plot

points from the experimental efficiency curves onto the theoretical

efficiency curve over the whole range of z/z for comparison. This was done

to obtain the results presented In Fig. 6. Tt is seen from this figure

that, with the zather arbitrary shift in origin used, the agreement between

the experimental points and tetheoretical curve is satisfactory.

From the values of - ) determined from the asymptotic difference
z P

between curves of V'ii and -_ it was possible to evaluate the quantity

do112'Td 112 I CO

The experimental values of h/h. were plotted in Fig. 7 against z/z o

and compared wi-h the theoretical curve from Ref. 9. The agreement here is

not as good as was obtained with the efficiency, but still appears reasonable.

The following general comments can be made concerning the correlation

between the theory and the experimental points.

1. For helium and hydrogen, the experimental data indicate that

the gas is heated more efficiently near the inlet than is predicted by

the theory. This is not surprising, since it is near the cahode attachment

point that the assumptions of the Stine-Watscn theory would appear to be

most unrealistic. In this region, the discharge channel diameter is

probably much smaller than the diameter of the gas flow cnannel, hence the

18
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p~a wo=34 be almorbiug alm~ost a1l of the aectricaL power frcm the discharge.

Utis would accomat for & hltier .fficizcy at th~e Lnlet than predicted by

this sawl* t.1o3zy.

2. For kTu are a vs. + an~d hi vs. jcurves were available,.

the vaizes of aaM1 *Lck Preuced the fit to the data are not far

Eva thona one vould read off the bydro~on curves. the differences are

wall within the expected accuracy of this very simple theoretical model.

3. The se.i-ezPirical (i.e., "fitted") Stine-Watson curves

(i.e., figs. 6 and 7) seem to approximate the nasured trends for

eugiumerIng purposes.
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3. ,1YSICZl. X S AM COMCE

to a survey (Cef. 11) of nitromn and air ere Usaters, it was

found that the performance limits achievcd by mnay diff-cr tt

groups, using widely different gecaetrical coaflguratLeas, all eazzod to

fall onto a fairly distinct band on tba pressurc-ethalpy map. Vais re-

affirms our intuitive belief that all the more promising arc beater desiga

approaches must. in the end. run into the same pysical or techaical

Limitations. Hence the "State of the Art Znvelope", if it is z ul,

must be closely related to these technical li=itation. Naturally We wish

to understand this connection and find out bow closely the present desins

approach what might be cousidered "absolute" technical limits, vith kamm

materials and techniques. This would give us an indication of how =mmch

"room for improvement" we should expect to exist without a breakthrou&h or

discovery of an entirely new and different approach.

The following physical mechanisms are likely to limit the ulti-

mate obtainable performance of arc beaters:

The hot gas containment lFUmits, imposed by conduction or con-

vection and radiation heat transfer and the highest allowable wall heat

loads of the containing vessel.

The heat retention problem of the gas: i.e., the allowable

residence time of the heated gas vs. the time (volume) required for gas

relaxation and mixing.

The electrode surface problems, i.e., the accommodation of the

extreme local transient heat loads due to cathode and anode arc contractions

(spot formation), in addition to the high mean arc chamber heat load. These

three physical concepts are intimately related to the performance limits of

all arc gas heaters. There are other important problem areas to be considered,

but these do not suggest obvious physical limits to the potential gas heater

performance.

In this report we intend to discuss only the hot gas containment limits.

Further, we will confine the study to a configuration in which the gas flows

axially through an axis.mttric electric discharge.

21



The physical quantities that will tend to cause limits on the map

of enthalpy vs. pressure are heat conduction, "magnetic" pressure, radia-

tion froa the gas, and the dimensions of the arc heater. At the pressures

and temperatures of interest, complete electromagnetic gas contairent

appears out of the question. Consequently, the walls of the containing

vessel must withstand the full conductive (or convective) heat loads as well

as that imposed by radiation from the gas. The following simple considera-

tlons will indicate the general trends and orders of magnitude involved.

In the arc heater or mixing chamber, the gas enthalpy distribution

will be very roughly parabolic near the center and logarithmic near the

wvalls. Radiation and turbulence will tend to flatten the enthalpy profile

near the center, a thin arc filament along the centerline may steepen it a

little, but by and large the profile will tend to return to its stable shape

dictated by heat conduction.

If the mean gas enthalpy in the container Ht is given and if the

dimensionless profile (hlhv vs r/R) is assumed independent of the size, then

it is evident that the wall heat flux due to conduction and convection will

be proportional to the mean enthalpy and inversely proportional to the

vessel size:
Htq con R

The radiation intensity per unit volume, P , will, for the region ofr

interest he--, be roughly proportional to the electric conductivity (or

the enthalpy above a certain level) and to the pressure. Outside of

the luminous or conductive region the radiation will be close to zero. For

an optically thin gas, all the radiation strikes the wall and is eventually

absorbed by the wall, even if there are several reflections. For similar

enthalpy profiles, the amount radiated increases as R 2 , or the wall heat

flux due to radiation increases like R.

= P R f(Ht and shape of h distrib.)
rt

As the heater size and pressure are increased, the radius eventually can

become large compared with the optical path length and the radiation flux

no longer increases with the heater size (grey gas approximation). Certainly

22



qrad viii meyer reach or exceed the black body intensity corresponding to

the peak temperature in the center of the chamber. The total beat flux

on the container wall is the sum of the convective and radiative contributions

v" + %ad

- kR+ r R tfH)

Clearly, for very small chambers and low pressures the conduction

term will dominate, while for large chambers and high pressures qrad will

dominate. In the region where the gas is optically thin there will be a

"best size" chamber for each pressure and enthalpy, that which makes the

wall heat flux a local minimum. Conversely for each pressure there will be

a highest enthalpy which can be accommodated within a given wall heat load

(say - 10 kwlcm 2). This will furnish one pressure-enthalpy containment limit.

assuming that the "best size" can be used.

It is possible that for extremely large chamber sizes, in the grey

gas radiation regime, still higher mean enthalpies are possible because there

the wall does not "se" the hottest gas in the center. However, this is

likely to occur outside of the practical size range of the tunnel heater,

since this size is limited by other considerations Thus the containment

limit for any allowable qw gives us a first limiting line on the pressure

enthalpy map, at least for chamber sizes within the optically thin gas

regime. At the same time this limit. if we have to approach it closely,

prescribes approximate optimum chamber sizes for each pressure.

When the arc current is raised to large values, the radial forces

in the disch-rpe will tend to increase the average pressure in the heating

column above the value at the wall. This effect imposes another constraint

upon the heater and we expect that it will result in another pressure-

enthalpy containment limit that the average gas pressure cannot fall below

certain va'ues which are dependent upon the average gas enthalpy.

An attempt is made in the following section of this paper to map

out the attainable regions in the plot of enthalpy vs. pressure for air.
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Some of the physical processes involved are described only in a very

approximte menner in order to carry out this study. Despite this, the

trends obtained are expected to be valid and the Limiting values obtained

to be correct to within a factor of better than 2.

3.2 Analytical Approach

A study of the containment Limits for a hot gas resolves itself

into attempts to solve the energy balance equation. When axial conduction

and radial c-.avection are neglected, the equation describing this balance

can be vritten as follows:

(Oh) (rK +Pr X 2/c (1)

The quantities h, K, Pr' a, are in general, all complicated functions of

pressure and temperature. These transport properties have been computed

by a number of investigators. One of the latest evaluations is that of

Yos (Ref. 12 ). An estimate of the complexity of the relationships can be

fomnd from examining the data in Figs. 8, 9, 10, taken from Ref. 12,

where K, a and Fr for air are shown as a function of temperature and

pressure. Clearly, no simple general solution to Eq. ( 1 ) can be

obtained. Attempts to obtain approximate solutions for the energy

balance in an arc have a long and colozful history. Many moels have

been postulated, and the results of each have some validity over restricted

temperature and pressure regimes. A complete numerical integration of the

equations is almost out of the question, hence models will be used to study

arc heaters for some time to come. The need for realistic approximations

is becoming increasingly important as theory and experiment are now being

checked one against the other and theory is now being used to aid in the

design of arc heaters.

For many years effort was concentrated on solving only the problem

of the asymptotic arc, • no gas is flowing through the arc or else the

gas has been heated downstream to the point where - (Owh) - 0. From

studies of this kind it is possible to obtain unique relationships among

the average gas enthalpy, the heat flux rate. the pressure, the arc

24
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current, the arc radius and the radius of the containing cylinder. This is

adequate for determining the ultimate performance capability of arc heaters.

Also, correlations between theory and experiment are best made in this

region, when it is possible to use the theory and measurements to determine

the electrical and thermal conductivity of the gab.

When more information about the heating process is required, it is

necessary to solve Eq. (1) completely. This solution supplies the additional

information of the heater length, the efficiency of the heating process and

the voltage that must be applied across the heater. In order to obtain

analytic solutions in the heating region, it is necessary to have the

radial profiles "similar" at each axial position. This restriction makes

the solutions somewhat unrealistic near the heater inlet, hence the initial

heating of the gas as it enters the arc is probably not described too well.

In general, this is not a serious objection to the theory, since no critical

problem in heater performance occurs here.

The first major breakthrough in the technique of handling this

equation in the regime where B (Owh) - 0 (asymptotic regime) resulted from
-T

introducing a new variable + - S K dT, instead of using the temperature

itself. This greatly simplified the determination of the radial temperature

profiles. Once this was done, progress in obtaining solutions to the more

general problem of the rate of heating of the gas has been rapid. One of

the most useful approximations in solving "his problem has been found to be

dhh I  h, ;if 0 I

where dh is independent of pressure. A plot of h - h vs. - 1 is shown

in Fig. II for nitrogen and the linear approximation is shown to be quite
dh.

good. To a first approximation, d4 is also seen to be independent of

pressure. It should be noted that this quantity is the ratio of the specific

heat of the gas at constant pressure to the thermal conductivity:

dh Cp
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Various relations among 0, 0, amd Pr exs, over rcztricted ranaea

of temperature for differeut gaes.. Sme idea of the a rozzt~tions used

and of their validity can be obtained by ext.zinimi FL3. 12, 13, and 14.

Here the electrical conductivity a tzd t'2 pz:ur rrdiatd pa=r unit volure

Pr is plotted vs the thermal ccnductivity intcgral for several t~eas. An

attempt is made to obtain a strai&ht line aro t ation bcttnen 0 or Pr

and 0 in all cases for a given pressure. In almost all czees it is

assumed that the electrical conductivity is independent of the pressure.

When this is done, the only quantity which introdun the -- ssue into

the analysis is th, radiated power per unit volume I . AA attempt was

made to list which cases have been studied and who the investigator was

in Table I.

One of the aims of this paper is to map out the physically

attainable regimes on the enthalpy-pressure map. For this purpose,

solutions to Eq. (1) in the asymptotic regime are adequate. Accordingly,

two solutions to the problem are presented in the following section for

two different approximations for the relations a.g the thermal coaduct.cn

integral 0, the electrical conductivity of the gas o, and the radiat d

power per unit volume from the gas P .

3
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4. ANALYSIS

4.1 Low nthalpy-Solution for Air Arc 1Paters

When the air temperature is below 15,000 OK, the gas transport

properties can be approximated reasonably well by the following relations:

h h -dh) (2)

dP
r 02~1 (fl) (3)

do" (4)

The subscript "a" refers to atmospheric pressure as a reference.

The subscript 1 logically refers to that enthalpy or gas temperature at

which the electron density becomes negligible. This point is, however,

usually determined by extrapolating the straight line approximations

between # and a and b.tween f and Pr to the # axis and ensuring that the

same value of #, is obtained from the two lines. Whan these values are

inserted into the exergy balance equation a solution is obtained for the

case when (owh) - 0.

The solution for the radially-averaged gas enthalpy can be written

as follows: r 2 R2 2
24dh 1 1. R lnR + -r

a 1  /2 1 2 dP r ]

In this expression, rI represents the outer radius of the arc and R

represents the wall radius. The wall heat load which now includes

the radiation and conduction heat flux can be wri ten as:
[1 r1 2 dP r(P ]l2 r

2!41[4 +a a ] R(

2% r a 12
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When p - 0, these two expressions reduce to the value found Ly Stine and

Watson in Ref. 8 . for the average gas enthalpy and wall heat load. For

a fixed wall radius and arc current, it is apparent that the radiation heat

load increases the wall heat load and decreases the gas enthalpy. A rdther

simple relation exists between the average gas enthalpy and the wall heat

load: r 22_ 2
dh (r1  2 R2  R R- r 1

h ayi -h1  2; .4 ~~InL J k7)
% rI  2 dP

A simJlar expression can be found for the gas in the region between the arc

and the wall: -R dh In

qw ( 2) dP r (8)

At this point it is desirable to determine if some check can be made

oi the validity of the technique by which the radiation was introduced into

the analysis. Accordingly, the radiation per unit length from an argon arc

was determined using the equipment described in Sec. 2. Measurements were

made at currents of 100, 180, 200, and 210 amperes, and the ambient pressure

was maintained at one atmosphere. The data from these experiments is plotted

in Fig. 15. An expression for the radiated power per unit length of arc as a

fusotion of arc current can be found from the theory outlined above.

r 1 2dP

Prad 2.4 2.4" da Pa_
L " rl fd 1/2 r2dp ]l/2 (9)

L %2)(4V '-W a j
The value of the arc radius rI determined from the following relation

+1- +WIn /1 (10)
qw r 2 dP-

where qw is calculated from the measured power absorbed by a segment. Over

the current range of 100 to 250 amperes, it was found that r, -- R now in the
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Iq.( 9 ) fo. the radiated power per unit length and we obtain

dP

L d.. I2 d Pa ( /2

L ( R 2 P

From the argon transport prverties evaluated by Baum and Marlotte at EOS,
da 1/2 gr

the values of ()2 and ( a are found to be

dP
1_94_1 = 5 x 10 -JW 2meter

df = 1.0
volt 2

Using these values, the theoretical line shown on Fig. 15 was drawn in. The

theoretically predicted curves ajree with the measured data for the radiated

power to within about *20%. More important, the predicted dependence of

radiation upon arc current is shown to be reasonably in agreement with experiment.

The experimental and theoretical agreement on the radiation from the

arc, combined with the correlations found in Sec. 2 for the gas heating rate

in the constricted arc, now give us confidence in using the theory to predict

the ultimate performance capability of arc heaters based upon the criterion

that the wall heat flux rate at the outlet end of the constrictor is the

critical heat load in the device. Considerable ingenuity is required in

electrode design to insure that they do not burn out before the constrictor

does, but this can probably be accomplished.

A zaximizing procedure to determine the highest radially-averaged

gas enthalpy attainable at a given gas pressure can row b'e carried out using

the theoretical equations derived above. The gas pressure, P/Pa' the gas

enthalpy at the wall. h the gas enthalpy at the edge of the discharge hl,

and the wall heat flux rate will be held fixed. The value of wall radius R

that maximizes the average gas enthalpy is then solved for, from Eq. (7)

subject to the restriction imposed by Eqs. (61 10). When this is done it is

found that the condition for the maximum enthalpy oLcurs when the wall heat

load Is equally dividad between conduction and rad'ation. The complete

solution for the optim hbeater performance can be written in paranmtric

form as follows:
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The expressions appearing on the left sides of these equations can be

expressed in terms of more familiar non-dimensional numbers.

dh Rp %w R total heat load

h - h K (h1 - h) conductive heat load (16)

Nuaselt number - Nu

h )2 4 dP 12
-d ] . L _k (17)

...2 (.... (Nu) 2  2.i T a

2.422

where

4)(dP
(7 2(r radiation heat flux

conductive heat flux

2.4 T dhl\2  N1 2F 2p Po 2

21t U -w _ d- 1/2 d N2u 2 R (18)
h - 1dar doL 2 fR 4 1t R

where

2do 2 (.R 2
0 % 2. mass transport diffusivity
2p magnetic diffusivity

magnetic Reynold's number

and where

1.. 02 magnetic pressure

4 2 P static gas pressure

- magnetic pressure number
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By assigning values to rR of from unity to infinity, relations can be

found among the four quantiz es on the right of these equations.

Values can then be assigned to the constants and relations found among the

pressure in the gas, the average gas enthalpy, the arc current and the

radius of the arc heating cylinder or constrictor. The following values

were determined for the constants for air from Refs. (8, 3).

dh .3 meter-sec
S. kgm

d- 1.642
d volts 2

dPr r 1.00 x 105 1

I- a meter

hI
= 100

RT 

t

h
w
RT- 13

0

2
S- 7.87 x 104 meters

RT0  2
sec

Pa - 1.01 x 105 newtons

meter

Using these values, for each assigned wall heat flux rate: qw, it is possible

to establish a curve in the plane of LIM versus . The arc current, con-
RTo Pa

strictor radius and power in the gas can also be established at each point

along this curve. Accordingly, the lower sections of Figs. 16, 17, and 18,

where the linear approximations of Eqs. 2, 3, and 4 may be expected to be

valid, were calculated and drawn in. Theory and experiment have established

that 108 watts/meter 2 or 10 kw/cm 2 is near the maximum heat trar.sfer rate

that can be conducted through a metal without melting the surface. Heat

loads of this value have been obtained with water cooled copper where the

heat load was produced by an arc. The curves for lower values of qw
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establish how the performance capability of the arc heater is degraded

when the constrictor components are not cooled as well as they might be.

The data established from this evaluation are expected to be valid

up to temperatures of about 15,000 oK for the gas, or enthalpies of about

h
V 1000. For enthalpies above this value, other approximations for

the relations among the thermal conduction integral +, the radiated power

per unit volume Pr and the electrical conductivity a must be used.

4.2 High Enthalpy Solution for Air Arc Heaters

The transport properties of high temperature air (T > 15,000 OK)

are quite different than those for low temperature air and can be described

approximately by the following relations:
dh

h 1 - h - (19)

T - (1
Pr~a _)2(20)

a

(21?

The radiated power per unit volume is evaluated at atmospheric pressure,

hence the subscript "a". The quantity hI is introduced to define a

temperature at which the approximations for Pr and a cease to ba valid.

As the arc current is increased and the gas pressure is reduced,

it will no longer be possible to neglect the radial pressure gradient

caused by the pinching forces of the arc current interacting with its

own magnetic field. Since the radiated power per unit volume depends

upon the local gas prespure, there will now be a strong interaction

between the enthalpy distribution in the arc and the arc current.

An expression for the radial distribution of pressure in the discharge

can readily be found because of the assumption of constant electrical

conductivity.
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p4 0 p...... r " r2 (22)

The further tesumtion is now man that R , ri, or that the discharge

fills the constrictor. Vla asa =2tion viii be checked later in

order to determine the error introduced. The equation for the pressure

no becomes

p p + _ . 2 r2 (23)

A solution to the energy balance equation can be found using the relations

discussed above. Once again, only the so~ution when ( (owh) 0, will

bo discussed, although the. general solution can be obtained. As in the

previous case, it is possible to determine an arc radius for highest

enthalpy when the pressure at the wall snd the wall heat f 1x rate are

hold constant. The condition resultina from this op'im!zing procedure

gives a ratio of the heat load dub to radiation to the total heat load

at the vail

2
eM 3 eM (24)

11 + (RO) M

uhtere (C)R P

For low values of the magnetic Raynold's number (Re),, the heat load is

found to divide equally between radiation and conduction. This agrees

with the distribution found in the previous cate, where it was tacitly

assrted that (R() N << 1. A set of paraetric relations can now be

fo=4 among the average gas pressure, the 4verage ge enthalpy, the

constrictor radius Ad the arc current.
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2 pw

r2 (P) pa 1/3 r (a 1 (25)___ __ _

L z 2 ~[ + -, [(1/3 1(5
L o a P";a (%)M [I + (pe)M] 2

2(P)p 2_a2j " h-h (R ) 2 C+ I (Re)M + 3 (Re) 2

_____ av a eM3e 2e m (26)22dh )M.]2 34/3a'w Pa d-f 4 [Re)M [1 (IRe)

1/3 2/3

2 POa 2  R - 2 + e )M - (27)

-o,) 2 1i/2
pa (R)M

2F PT)a 2 121=2 ( ) (28)L 4a P I- 2 1+ (Re)2
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The expreasions on the left of these equations can be written iz terms of
the four non-dimensional numbers found in the previous solution, with sooe
slight modifications of definition. The values assigned to the various

zonstants for air over 16,000 0K are listed below:

dh " 5.37 a 3

t 4 rhos
meter

(P 1010 wattsr meater 3

-- 1000
0ta

An estimate can now be made for the magnitude of the error introduced by
assuming that Lhe discharge extended to the wall. The outer solution can

be written as: dh R lnL

I 2 (29)

T2+2 (R e)H +;g (R )M

I I + (R e) M jJ

Since the expression containing (R,)M varies for 1/2 to 5/6 as (Re)M goes
froet 0 to infinity, a value of 0.65 is assigned to it. For arc rad.i
varying from 10 cm to I cm then the radius ratio varies from 1.01 to 1.10.
This indicates that there is only a small error, at most I0, introduced
into the calculation, by assuming that the arc fills the constrictor.

As in the previous case, values can be assigned to the parameter
(Ae)Hi and relations found among the average gas pressure -, the radially-hay
averaged gas enthalpy iT-1 the arc current I, the constrictor radius R and

the power in the gas, P. Data from this evaluation have then been plotted
on Figs. 16, 17. and 1S, the maps of h/RT0 vs p/p 0 for air ec heaters for
values of h/RT ° greater than 1000.
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Viewing Figs. 16, 17 and 18 as a whole, there is a general sweep
from the low pressure, high enthalpy, high currentp large size regime out
to the high pressure, lower enthalpy, low current small size regime. The
power in the gas is a weak function of both pressure and enthalpy in the
low enthalpy regime, but climbs steeply in the high enthalpy regime,
indicating that a great deal of power is going to be needed to realize
the higher-than-state-of-the-art enthalpies that the calculatione indicate
are feasible.
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5, COWLUS'IC"N AIM SUCCTIMU MORO fl1 :Z

For tha design optimration of hiCh enthalpy arc heaters the

Stina-ton typ? of analyL~s, wlzn extcndcd to include radiation, gives

adequsta cc mi-4epirical formulas for all the ga~cs investLgatcd. That

iL the dimnsLonless parer ters derived from this model adequately

represent the dominant physical effects, and the constants can be

empirically adjusted to abborb the major errors introduced by the

simple model.

To obtain a more accurate theoretical description of the inlet

regime., one may have to siuiltaneously include the effects of the axially

varying discharge cross section., pressure and velocity distributions

including the contributions due to magnetic pumping, and of course, the

nonlinear material functions*. The mathematical complexity of this

problem then %ould be of a totally different order, namely that of a

ccuple:e, nonlinear, two-dimensional magnetogasdynamLc-viscous flow

problem. To the wrLtex#s knowledge, there exists no general mathematical

approach, nuzu)erical or other, capable of solving this very ccmplicated

and very nonlinear problem with any "reasonable" expenditure of computing

hours. It is thus clear that one will have to rely upon high-,- aLmplL-

fLed analytical models for some time to come.

For the necqssarily rough estimates of the ultimate performance

limits, i.e., for the hot gas containment limit calculation, the asymptotic

column results appear adequate. This is understood when we consider, first,

that the fully developed column solution is the condition which the gas

flow at the heater outlet must approach asymptotically, and second, that in

the region where the flow does approach the fully developed solution the

wail heat load i roughly proportional to the average gas enthalpy at each

crost, section., as shown by the extended Stine-Watson analysis and by experiment.

The important result of this containment limit calculation

is the theozetical prediction of an optimum conatrictor size for

all cares for which the "optically thin gas" approximation reasonably

4owe ver, the possibility exists that the radius-of-arc to radius-of-wall
ratio, r /R, may be advantageous!., introduced into the Stine-Watson theory
by itteli.
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well represents the total radiation from the arc. This optimum con-

strictor radius varies with pressure like the square root of the

radiation intensity P r That Ls, R op ( C pP) V2at the lower

enthalpiss and Rp - a (P/P ) at the hi~est enthalpies. The

existence of this optimum radius implies an "absolute" containment

limit as long as we remain in the thin gas regime. Only for very

much larger sizes, i.e., when the constrictor radius becomes much

larger than the optical path length L.*, will this qualitative trend

reverse itself, as shown in the following sketch:

REGION TREATED INj
THIS PAPER

QTICALLY THNCONTAINW!1ENT LIMIT
GAS /L < IPRESEN~TED IN THIS PAPER

RADIATION SL 3GTJ1
NEELIGBLEDOMINATES R/0>I

RTP0

I - RADIATION DOMINATES *

ARC RADIUS /OPTICAL PATH LENGTH, R/L

*The optical path length L is defined as Ila:, i.e., the inverse of the
absorption coefficient per unit length, a. Thus in a gas of const Wt

4 conditions the radiation from a point is attenuated by a factor e~

e- I in adistance L.
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for sany arc applications vL% asos liLke hydroigen or nitrogen the

optically thin gas reima treated hr* covers the sizes and pressures

of practical Importance. I2' vcr, for other gases such as mercury and

alkali mctal vzporspa wll to for e:xtrazly hi&% prezures with

nitrvg n,t "cotically d:"n' t gas rc ,Lrte is of practical Lportance.

This lhould be treated In a future calculation.

It should be pointed out that,for the asymptotic or fully

developed column theory, there are no fundamental mathematical

obstacles which would prevent us from making the calculation more

accurate. The problem is one-dimensLonal and the energy equation is

virtually decoupled from the momentum and continuity equations except

for the magnetically induced radial pressure gradient. Thus the

inclusion of the exact material functions, of self absorption and

magnetic pressure simply make the energy equation more complicated

and more non-linear, but do not prevent the use of numerical successive

approximation (Piccard type) solutions which can be made "as accurate

as we please," certainly as accurate as our knowledge of the material

function curves would warrant. This is contrasted with the at least

two dimacnsional* inlet problem where the coupling between momenttum

and energy equations is strong and essential. Thus the fully

developed column solutions with radiation and magnetic pressure, and

the integrated enthalpy of the flowing gas for this case, canand

undoubtedly willbe calculated much more accurately than was done here.

A final important open question, and a possible error in this

and most other analyses of the coaxial flow discharge, is the apriori

assumption of laminar flow. It is quite possible, even probable,

that turbulence-like disturbances may be created in the discharge

itself. From the "kink" instability of the arc one would expect this

tendency. However, besides our present inability to calculate a

"turbulent" flow discharge, there are Justifications for working with

a purely laminar flow model in practice. They are:

1. That the mean Reynolds numbers are In most cases extremely

low due to the high viscosities of the ionized gas,

* Some instabilities (secondary flow) could here even destroy the axial
symmetry and make the flow problem three dimensional. Such cases are
believed to have been observed.
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so that the damping of disturbances must be very high.

2. That the flow near the walls, whre the thermal impedance

is highest, is believed to be atcbilized by the temperature

and viscosity gradient there ("Laes' effect"), and

3. That for the few caes for which complete comparisons have

been carried outnamely for nitrogon arcs (Ref. 26) excellent

agreement between theoretical and experimental thermal

conductivities was obtained with the laminar model.

The comparison between the gas heater state of the art

performance envelope and the theoretical containment limit curves,

rough and tentative as it undoubtedly is, still leads to the conclusion

that thers appears to be considerable "room" for substantial advances

in gas heater performance, i.e. for higher mean enthalpies at all pressure

levels, but most of all at the lower pressures. We note first that a

well cooled thin metal wall can stand heat loads of 10-15 kw/cm2 (plane

slab conduction and cooling) and even higher values when we deal with

a very small or very short cylindrical channel (three dimensional

conduction). However, in gas heater practice where there waay be

neither free choice of the metal nor of the geometry, 1-3 kw/cm
2

appear reasonable wall heat load values for high pressure water

cooled parts.

Now we compare on the pressure-enthalpy charts, Figs. 16

through 18,the empirical arc air heater performance envelope with
2 2the containment limit curves for I kw/cm 2 and for 3 kw/cm . Even the

lower one of these lies appreciably above the "state of the art"

envelope. If we assume the containment limit curves to be sufficiently

accurate for this type of comparison (i.e. say reliable within a factor

of 2) then we must ask why gas heaters have not yet gotten up into the

regime between the two containment curves mentioned. Part of this

might be attributed to deviations from what is now believed to be

the optimtun size for containment, or to insufficient constrictor heat

load capability (e.g. ceramic-lined constrictors). However, these
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&VIanations are not sufficient to brjd, th3 gap.

The major renzon ruat L: t::t p ical zsch 4r:7 Or then

tha sinl hot gas ccntaLcn"-nlt Lava lU=itcd the perfony-n-co of the are

ga hsnetr built to date. Xn mocv arc heacr deciga thn electrodes

are expoecd to the full contaitrnt heat loads plus larre additional

heat loads at the arc 4ttachment points, so that the electrodes clearly

are the perforince limiting componnts. This is especially true at the

low pressures tore the total current values required to reach the

containtent limits become very lori,e.

However, we know that there are possible methods and

design configurationz which remsve the electrodes from becoming the

performance lmLtin3 components. 7%e "Double Gerdien" arc chamber

(Roef. 27 and 28) is one of thesa configurations, and there are others. It

Is this reasoning which led us to calculate the containment limit as the

most likely pcrfoxwnce boundary. Therefore, we conclude that arc gas

heater arorriace curraspoftn; to the appropriate containment limit

curves (parhaps the 3 kv/cv 2 curve) should be technically possible.

For more accurate predictions it will be necessary to

recalculate these curves more precisely for the optically thin gas,

to calculate the "optically dense" gas regime also, and, most

Important, to check these theoretical predictions with suitable

experiments.
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